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PREFACE 

This booklet was for a long time used by Varian as an educational and promotional handout. In the 

70’s it amounted to an introductory NMR course for chemistry students and would-be instrument 

operators. It is widely quoted in NMR literature but it became practically unavailable. Which is a 

pity because it has a historic value and – despite all those years – many educational merits. 

As an Editor, I am grateful to Jim Shoolery and his wife Judith for their enthusiastic endorsement of 

this freely available re-edition. I also wish to thank warmly the Publisher of the 2
nd

 Edition, Varian 

Inc, for their courteous permission to proceed with this initiative. 

Today, there are two categories of readers who can benefit from this text. The first category are still 

chemistry students who approach NMR for the first time and like to do so following a historic 

perspective. The exposition of the intricacies of 1D NMR spectra and of the correlations between 

NMR parameters and molecular structure are still valid and useful. A present-day student should 

only skip those Sections which regard instrumental aspects of NMR since they are based on the now 

obsolete continuous-wave (CW) techniques. In addition, the student should learn to ignore the peak 

ringing present in practically all the shown spectra. Such “wiggles” are a principal – and ubiquitous 

- artifact of the CW technique. 

The second category of readers comprises those interested in the history of NMR instrumentation 

who are likely to concentrate nostalgically on exactly those sections which should be skipped by a 

modern NMR novice. I, for example, have found it interesting to notice in Fig.22 that the early 220 

MHz spectra were acquired in CW mode. To think about it, it is logical since Fourier Transform 

(FT) techniques emerged only at the very end of the 60’s, while the Varian 200 and 220 MHz 

superconducting systems were born in 1964 an 1965, respectively. But I have always tended to 

associate supercons with FT, and it never crossed my mind that there were times when commercial 

supercon instruments were still run only in CW mode. 

I do not know Jim Shoolery personally – a fact which I sincerely regret. I started doing NMR in 

1964 at a polymer research institute in Prague where we had an early Jeol 60 MHz instrument. At 

that time Jim was already a household name for every chemist around the world using a Varian 

Associates NMR instrument but I, as a Jeol User and a physicist, was not in his orbit. Nevertheless, 

I got glimpses of him at conferences, and since my daily work involved service for chemists, I 

could have hardly done without his “Shoolery Rules”. The latter, of course, were nothing less than 

the first successful advances in the important field which is today known as “prediction” of NMR 

parameters (chemical shifts and coupling constants) for organic compounds. 

But the importance of Jim as a key figure in the early years of NMR goes far beyond his “rules”. I 

had to grow up and talk about him with personalities like Herbert Gutowsky to fully appreciate his 

historic role. In a sense, he was a prototype of the figure which instrument manufacturers call 

“application lab chemist” - and he certainly set the standards of that profession very high! The 

importance of Company application-lab scientists for the development of whole scientific areas and 

the respective instrumentation does not always receive the credit it deserves. In their daily work, 

they carry out the highest-quality, innovative measurements on other people’s samples and, alas, 

sometimes receive less than a “thanks” for it, even when the work gets published. Over the years, 

they accumulate an enormous experience and become essential to plotting the directions in which 

the instrumentation should evolve. 



Jim’s position at Varian Associates, however, was not exactly that of a plain employee. He joined 

the Company in 1952 and thus belonged to the core of people who have started it. If I have it right, 

he was an Associate (though not a Partner) and the only chemist on the team. His foresight and 

enthusiastic embracement of NMR as a new technique of chemical analysis and his extremely 

active proselytism (together with John D.Roberts at Caltech and a few others) were crucial for the 

spectacularly rapid acceptance of NMR by the worldwide chemical community. When he retired 

from Varian in September 1990, Jim had on his credit a long list of specific NMR discoveries and 

hardware advances (one being the introduction of microcoils in 1979), and close to 200 papers. But 

I am sure that his main and most ever-lasting contribution to the history of NMR is the bridge he 

has cast between the physical aspects of NMR and its chemical applications.

Stanislav Sykora, 

November 30, 2008, Castano Primo, Italy,  

Further reading about early activities at Varian Associates and about Jim Shoolery’s role: 

Lenoir T., Lécuyer C., 

Instrument Makers and Discipline Builders: The Case of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,

Perspectives on Science 3, 245-276 (1995). 

By the courtesy of the Authors, you may download a draft of this article for personal uses at 

http://www.ebyte.it/library/downloads/1995_NMR_Lenoir_InstrumentMakers.pdf. See pp.313-321. 

Von Hippel E., 

The Sources of Innovation,

Oxford University Press, Paperback Edition 1994. 

Available online at http://web.mit.edu/evhippel/www/books.htm. See pp.143-152. 

Shoolery J.N., 

NMR in the Beginning,

Analytical Chemistry 65 (17), 731A-741A (1993). DOI 10.1021/ac00065a002. 

Reinhardt C., 

A Lead User of Instruments in Science: John D. Roberts and the Adaptation of Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance to Organic Chemistry, 1955–1975,

Isis 97, 205-236 (2006). DOI: 10.1086/504732. 






















































































































































































